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Grant Davis - Chairman

Early last month I was

approached by L.T.D.A represen-

tative Steve McNamara to meet

up and have my picture taken at

the signing of the document

regarding the Mayors Air Quality

Strategy. 
I naturally assumed that this would

involve the other parties in the United

Trade Group, as well as LTI, KPM, and

the proprieties, because we were all in

agreement to what our response would

be.

To my horror the day before the sign-

ing Steve McNamara called me and

informed me that the signing would be

held at D.A.C house, and all 3 radio

circuit representatives would be in

attendance. Geoffery Resiel did not

attend one single meeting, and at the

meetings that Brian Rice attended, he

spoke in favour of the need for a newer

fleet and criticized drivers in older taxis.

And as for Malcolm Paice, I cannot

recall any positive input at all.

But, the main reason I was unable to

sit down and have my photograph

taken with these people in the act of so

called “ Trade Unity “ is that I firmly

believe they collectively have been

responsible for aiding the demise of

our Trade more than any other group

of Individuals I can think of. We at the

Club have called these Individuals “The

Enemy Within” and I truly believe that

this was no more than a cheap publici-

ty stunt to make the radio circuits look

as if they are backing our Trade, whilst

all the time promoting the Private Hire

from within their own empires.!

GREEN / YELLOW I.D. DISCS

As you will have seen from past 

editions the yellow / green identifiers

that the L.C.D.C have been

campaigning for will be coming in as

soon as the layout has been

approved. For some reason, this has

caused outrage from some of our 

yellow badge drivers at London City

Airport who see these as an 

infringement of their civil liberties. 

I note that even the Unite union have

objected to Helen Chapman over their

introduction .All I will say on this 

situation is what about the rights of

the 22,000 green badge drivers who

ply their trade legally.

BORIS`S GREEN DREAM

If TFL introduce a 10 year life span on

all new taxis then we may be facing

our “Rorke`s Drift” and we will need to

organise ourselves for the battle

ahead. There has been a united 

agreement on a 15 year life span, but

maybe the green vision that the Mayor

has for London does not include us.? 

The picture that never was
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John Mason - Director

London Taxi and Private Hire

In recent discussions with Grant

Davis we talked about various

ideas and initiatives that could

help the taxi trade. These will

perhaps address some of the 

niggles drivers have with other

drivers and help drivers increase

their earning potential. 
Obviously, such discussions are nor-

mally and rightly dominated by key

issues such as touting, rank availability

and enforcement. We are continuing to

work hard to tackle these problems,

however, it is often the smaller things

that are raised

For example; over the past year in my

discussions with trade associations and

individual drivers I’m often asked: ‘why

does TfL not introduce a dress code for

taxi drivers?’. There appears to be a

general and commonly held view within

the trade that TfL has a role to play in

this respect and that we should per-

haps take the lead and introduce a

dress code which drivers should abide

by.  At first I didn’t really pay much

attention to this suggestion, thinking

instead that the last thing drivers would

want is for TfL to start checking what

they were wearing as well as every-

thing else we already do but as more

and more drivers have mentioned it I

think it’s worth throwing out for consid-

eration. There are plenty of example of

dress codes in place for taxi drivers up

and down the country and it would be

quite straightforward for us to stipulate

what our dress code is. We could pro-

vide a very clear policy on this with per-

haps suspension of licenses for short

periods for drivers who continually

break the code.

Another issue that has been raised

time and time again is that of the base

colour for taxis, the general view is that

the base colour for all cabs should be

black. Whilst such a requirement would

have to be phased in and we obviously

wouldn’t introduce any further restric-

tions on advertising, it might be some-

thing worth considering. Other areas

we are already looking into is the intro-

duction of additional training that can

be made available and provided to driv-

ers for customer service skills, financial

awareness, disability awareness etc.  

We continue to explore other ideas

and initiatives such as the “Yellow” /

“Green” badge identifiers which we still

intend to introduce and we will update

you on in due course but in the mean-

time I would be delighted to hear your

views on the above and any other sug-

gestions cabbies have that they feel will

help the taxi trade. Feel free to contact

me directly at johnmason@tfl.gov.uk

Whilst Grant has given me the space

for an article and as many of you often

have no hesitation in raising issues with

me, I think I would like to take the

opportunity to raise an issue with YOU! 

I’m getting more and more concerned

with the level of complaints I hear about

drivers refusing jobs, especially at night

or for short distances. I’m told time and

time again that the trade is dying out on

its last knees and it’s all our /my fault

and yet I come into work on an almost

daily basis to hear of another example

of drivers refusing fares. The most

recent complaint I received was from a

passenger who was refused to be

taken for a short journey down the road

(in the direction the cabbie was going)

because it “wasn’t worth it”.  Maybe it is

naive of me to ask but why on earth

would any cabbie refuse? In fact I know

plenty that probably wouldn’t have

charged her at all! These types of

things, along with late night refusals

because the passenger hasn’t asked

for destination on the drivers route

home do just as much harm as the

touts on street, leading more and more

passengers to use a cab instead!  
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Recently the LCDC sent out a

small questionaire to some PH

companies and there trade mags,

we asked just 2 questions and

the response we got from PH &

Courier was for them to print a 3

page response in this months

mag . These are the 2 question’s

the club asked

I am writing to you to ask if you

would participate in a short

Questionnaire, please answer the

entire Questions as honest and best

you can within your professional

capability.

Please read the follow legislation and

answer the following Questions

Chapter 34 of the 1998 Private

Hire Vehicles (London) Act) 

clearly states:

(A) that the vehicle-

(1) is suitable in type, size and design

for use as a private hire vehicle-

(2) is safe, comfortable and in a 

suitable mechanical condition for that

use; and

(3) IS NOT OF SUCH A DESIGN AND

APPEARANCE AS WOULD LEAD ANY

PERSON TO BELIEVE THAT THE

VEHICLE IS A LONDON CAB

Do you think the above 

legislation applies to Mercedes

vito six seaters licensed as a 

private hire vehicle, and the

Mercedes Vito Taxi?

1 yes

2 no

3 don’t know

4 give your own view

Please read the following legislation

and answer the following Questions :

Criminal justice and public order

act 1994

taxi touts (6) “public place”

includes any highway and any other

premises or place to which at the

material time the public have or are

permitted to have access( whether

on payment or otherwise);and “pub-

lic services vehicle” and “PSV oper-

ators license” have the same mean-

ing as in part two of the public pas-

senger vehicles ACT 1981.

Do you think the above legislation

applies to?

1. A person touting with a clipboard 

outside a venue

2. A person touting with a clipboard 

inside a venue

3. A person touting inside and outside 

a venue with a clipboard

4. No does not apply

5. don’t know

6. give your own view

And the response from PH & Courier

is printed below its funny how just 2

questions can get the private hire trade

so twitchy.

ARE THE GOOD 

TIMES OVER?

IT MIGHT not always feel like it but

the London private hire trade has

enjoyed an almost unparalleled run of

success over the last few years .

The 1998 Private Hire Licensing

(London)

Act brought legitimacy and

respectability to the old minicab indus-

try and campaigns for congestion

charge exemption, signage, red route

and royal park access have created an

almost level playing field with the capi-

tal’s black cabs.

Nothing lasts forever though and there

are signs that a season of famine could

be on its way for the London private

hire trade after the many years of (reg-

ulatory) feast

STORM CLOUDS ARE

APPROACHING

Transport for London (TfL) has

already sent out a warning shot across

the bows of the capital’s PHV trade by

stating (in TfL Notice 15/10) that “no

further applications for private hire

operating centres with venues will be

processed”. And there is a real fear that

the black cabs are also scheming to get

existing PHV licences revoked.

PHC was recently sent a slightly

strange email questionnaire from the

London Cab Drivers Club and the sub-

ject matter had us scratching our heads

as to what it was about all about. The

two questions ) were apparently sent to

trade-related companies and ALL

OVER? Do the black cab trade want to

revoke PHV venue licences?

IS THE TIDE 

ABOUT TO TURN?

PHC believes, designed to lead the

reader into giving a particular response

Question One asks for a view on

whether or not a private hire licensed

Mercedes Vito (and possibly other

MPV-style vehicles) are is presented in

such a way as to appear to want a ‘Yes’

answer.

Likewise, Question Two asks for an

opinion on PHV licence staff at venues

and gives the impression that it wants

folk to say that clubbers and restaurant-

goers are being touted illegally and

thus. Now this is all very strange. Why

is the London Cab Drivers Club appar-

ently trying to guide people into saying

that some private hire vehicles look like

taxis and that venue licence operators

might be working outside of the law?

WHY THE 

QUESTIONS?

Why indeed? Are black cab organisa-

tions trying to drum up support in favour

of their own position in the hope that

TfL can be persuaded to ditch operator

venue licences and MPV-style phv

It is a possibility and a not very

welcome one at that.

If so, that would truly be outrageous.

It is one thing to stop private hire driv-

ers from using TX4s, or anything that

looks like a black cab. But to ban them

from using people- carrier style cars

simply because the hackney trade now

use them is completely unacceptable.

The Mercedes Vito has proved popular

with the capital’s taxi drivers but that is

no reason for TfL to bow to any

demand to stop private hire drivers

from using them as well. More private

hire drivers have a Vito or similar as

their choice of vehicle than hackney

drivers and more to the point, were

using them first.

TfL simply cannot allow itself to be

bullied into restricting the choice of

vehicles used by the private hire trade

just because black cab drivers have

gone off the LTI TX4. And where would

it all end? If car makers re-jig their vehi-

cles to match the TfL turning circle

requirement then the private hire trade

could in theory be left with the Ford

Fiesta as the only car legally available.

This may be taking the argument to

extremes but why on earth should

London’s taxi drivers dictate which vehi-

cles can and cannot be used by private

hire drivers?

PREPARE 

FOR BATTLE?

In short there can be little doubt that

some sort of confrontation with the taxi

industry is on the cards. Years of reces-

sion have left the hackney trade des-

perate to get back the London night-

_time work it abandoned to the private

hire trade and they appear happy to

use whatever tactics it takes to snatch

back a larger slice of the hire & reward

passenger pie.

The taxi trade’s Trafalgar Square

demo in February 2009 was clearly

seen to influence the authorities in

deciding whether or not to continue with

the private hire booking office in

Leicester Square and the parking zone

in Whitcomb Street. And flush with suc-

cess, the black cabs now appear to

have venue licences and MPVs in their

sights.

Transport for London in general and

taxi and private hire director John

Mason in particular are under extreme

pressure to listen and act on the taxi

trade demands and their decision may

just be a simple, practical, political one.

The choice may well boil down to just

this; which cab trade is most likely to

cause TfL the most hassle and public

embarrassment?

L.C.D.C Questionaire
rattles Private Hire
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The Badge has learnt that Dial a

Cab have been Informed that

they must apply for a Private Hire

Operators licence for their six

year old Concierge booking 

system. The decision comes

from Taxi and Private Hire follow-

ing a detailed investigation into

Dial A Cabs business activities. 
This is more than an administrative

nicety for Dial A Cab - it poses a poten-

tial threat to its status as a mutual. 

Dial A Cab have consistently refused

to release detailed figures showing the

balance of bookings and revenue

between cabs and non-member vehi-

cles. The reason is obvious. The

moment car bookings overtake that of

cabs then the question arises as to

whether the Society is truly being run

for the benefit of its members or is a

commercial operation masquerading as

a friendly society.

It is not only the FSA who are watch-

ing developments, HM Revenue and

Customs are also taking an interest.

The Dial A Cab auditor has already

warned the Society that it faces a

threat from the taxman. At the last

D.a.C  last Annual General Meeting,

the Societies auditor Mike Tovey

explained that:

“ Currently we had been able to

argue that the trade with clients

was incidental to our mutual 

business ,but when the balance

changed and the Revenue

claimed that whilst they accepted

we are a mutual, there was only

“on the edges “ and what we

really are is a successful 

orginisation doing profitable 

business with major banks, than

they would succeed in getting

more and more of those profits”.

So it does not help when Dial A Cab

are told they need an Operators

Licence.

It is rather ironic that there once was a

time when the Chairman of Dial A Cab

was desperate to demutualize - very

soon that same Chairman may be

struggling to stop it happening.

Further details may be found in future

editions of Call Sign

Could this be the end of 
Dial-a-Cab’s mutual status?

More bad news as Radio Taxis Group
financial report is published
Once again, turnover down, 

profits down, cash flow depleted.
Turnover has fallen from £50.35 mil-

lion in 2007, to £44.40 million in 2008,

to £30 million in 2009. That makes a

two year fall in turnover of 32.25%.

They have yet to make a profit since

the pheonix of RTG rose from the

ashes of RT but the losses have

slowed in the last two years. From a

loss of £2.38 million in 2007, the loss

in 2008 was only £272k in 2008, rising

back to £981k in 2009. So, losses for

the last 3 years total £3.63 million. 

Meanwhile, the net assets have been

falling in value from £2.84 million in

2007, to £1.83 million in 2008, to

£982k in 2009.

Cash has gone from £500k to just

£2k in 2 years and they have a 

£2 million + overdraft.

Driver subs have fallen from £3.49

million in 2007, top £3.36 in 2008, to

£2.74 million in 2009. If subs have

remained static, this adds up to a loss

of more than 20% of their drivers in 2

years. 

Staff numbers were reduced by 25%

during the year.

The PH operations lost £376k up until

they were sold in August 2009, when

they were off-loaded to Trident. The

actual sum they received for Matrix

and 1st Executive was £82k. However,

there is a performance - related deal

from which Riesel hops will increase

the figure to £685k. Mind, this is the

same optimist that thought RTG

shares would be worth £3 each. The

physical property was sold separately

and they captured £131k for the vehi-

cles and the buildings at Munster Rd

went for £685k.

The reason given for the sale of the

PH operations is interesting. How

much notice did they take of drivers

objecting to the creation of 1st Exec?

How much notice did they take of driv-

ers' opposition to the "one stop shop"?

Nada; diddly.

However, the reason given for jetti-

soning the PH ops was that other PH

firms were a bit slow in signing up to

One Transport as they felt RTG PH

ops would be given preference. So,

they sold them off.

Future strategy is to concentrate on

the consolidation of RT, Xeta and One

T. They made close on a million of new

investment, of which 57% was spent

on One T, their "ground transport plat-

form" and 43% on the combined taxi

ops.

One T made up 41% of 2009

turnover.

There are 4 shareholders with

more than 4%:

Mr McBride  29.83%

P Gibson      6.05%

S Green       4.71%

Riesel         4.17%

Total for the 4 is 44.76%

Riesel total salary pckage was worth

£137,245 and Franks was £101,101.

imagine what they could earn if they

were successful! 

There were no details of share trad-

ing but from Risel's £3 estimate on

demutualisation, they fell to 31p in Nov

2006 and fell a further 30% to 22p by

June 08. as turnover has dropped

since then, along with net assets, while

losses have increased, I would be very

surprised if they are worth more than

15p currently.

After reading these accounts I gen-

uinely fear for RTGs future. If 2010 is

as bad as the previous two years I

would imagine they would need a cash

injection. Their total assets are only

worth what is currently owed to

McBride. If things reach a point where

McBride has to put his hand into a

very deep pocket, there is the risk that

he may cut his losses instead and

wash his hands of it. I'm not saying

any of this will happen but there is, to

my eyes, a very real risk of it.



I’ve never accepted that the

huge loss of work to the

Heathrow Taxi System is due to

the uncertain economic climate

and the allegedly high price of

London taxis. 
I agree with the Heathrow regulars

who believe our greatest loss of work

is to the Heathrow Express and to

minicabs ordered by passengers who

refuse to tolerate the chaos that often

greets them when they have to queue

on the Heathrow taxi ranks. 

BAA owns the Heathrow Express

(HEX) and reports are coming in thick

and fast about HEX employees who

stand in the terminals urging travellers

to London to use the BAA train. These

HEX people use hand-held machines

for issuing tickets and they boost their

sales by telling bare-faced lies about

the price of travelling to London in a

taxi. The law covering the activities of

these HEX touts is quite straightfor-

ward. BAA Heathrow (HAL) derives its

powers to make byelaws from section

63 of the Airports Act 1986. Byelaw

4(12) forbids anybody on Heathrow

Airport property from offering services

for reward. Although BAA is the

byelaw maker, it's not at liberty to per-

mit its agents or employees working

for HEX to engage in activities that the

byelaws forbid. It’s a great pity that

self appointed taxi trade spokesmen

such as the directors of HALTS, don’t

have enough clout with BAA to stop

the illegal activities of the HEX touts.

As for the chaotic conditions on the

ranks that passengers often have to

endure, they are all too often caused

by a combination of poor organisation

by BAA agents and the overall lack of

space on the ranks for passengers

and their loads of luggage. Normally,

as soon as passengers make personal

contact with their drivers, things move

very quickly, but too many taxi pas-

sengers have to go through an obsta-

cle course before they get to their cab

and driver. Although slightly off topic,

it’s worth noting that the services of a

Heathrow luggage porter with a small

trolley costs £9 and a large trolley sets

a passenger back a massive £18. 

HALTS and 

Fixed-price Fares 
Heathrow drivers are now being

bombarded with information on

HALTS’s latest voucher scheme and

we’ve all heard about the legal loop-

holes that supposedly enable drivers

to do away with their meters. To date,

TfL has kept very quiet about fixed-

prices at Heathrow, but is known to

have been asked questions about the

insurance aspects of HALTS’s voucher

scheme. It seems that when a passen-

ger with a HALTS voucher is escorted

to the point of a Heathrow taxi rank

(by a HALTS employee) and handed

over to an independent self-employed

taxi driver, the driver’s insurance com-

pany is not obliged to cover the pas-

senger. A case that has already come

before the courts, supports the argu-

ment that insurance cover for a taxi

passenger’s pre-paid journey with

HALTS has to be provided as a condi-

tion of carriage by HALTS and not the

driver acting as an independent con-

tractor to HALTS. 

TfL and 

Fixed-price Fares
Earlier this year, TfL puffed out its

chest and declared to the taxi trade,

that it had the power under the

Hackney Carriage Act of 1869 to intro-

duce tariffs of fixed fares at various

standings within the licensing area. It

was pointed out to TfL that the Act it

wished to invoke belonged to the days

of horse-drawn cabs when drivers

charged fixed fares from a tariff chart

based on length of journey. When the

TfL was pressed for further interpreta-

tions of how the 1869 Act might apply

to motorised taxicabs fitted with elec-

tronic meters, TfL backed down.

Officials said it was almost inconceiv-

able that they would propose to move

away from the metered regime for the

majority of journeys and they had no

proposals for fixed fares from

Heathrow Airport. The LCDC doesn’t

have to dig up horse and cart law from

1869, to construct legal arguments

against having fixed fares at Heathrow

; we only have to go back to TfL files

(PCO) that were compiled in 2002. It

was in that year when TfL sought

counsel’s opinion on fixed fares at

Heathrow and counsel advised that

fixed fares could be offered to passen-

gers, on condition that drivers would

use their meters and give refunds if

the prepayment at Heathrow exceed-

ed the fare shown on the meter at the

end of the hiring. Taxi trade files also

hold copies of letters showing that the

Crown Prosecution Service agreed

with the Metropolitan Police that a test

case could be brought against any

Heathrow driver found not using his

meter, when carrying a passenger for

a fixed price. Obviously, all the above

refers to jobs ending within the MPD.

Taxi Marshals 

and Heathrow Police 
In mid-June a new document known

as the taxi marshals’ Service Level

Agreement (SLA) appeared on display

in the Heathrow canteen. One of the

most noticeable things about the new

document is that there isn’t the slight-

est indication that marshals should be

allowed to by-pass the two feeder

parks. Drivers are left wondering if this

is an oversight or something that has

been deliberately left out. (Perhaps a

bit of both). The marshals’ SLA is

essentially a commercial agreement

under which taxi drivers are to act as

security guards in BAA’s passenger

terminals. It’s been said that the mar-

shals’ SLA document has official

approval from the police. Well has it ?

The LCDC decided to make formal

written enquiries to Heathrow Police

station and the Police responded with

the unambiguous statement that they

have no record of Heathrow police

officers taking part in discussions pre-

ceding the publication of the marshals

so-called SLA. The Metropolitan

Police Service is a public authority

and it’s unlikely that the Police can

give approval to any scheme that

yields financial benefits for airport

operator BAA. In summary, the mar-

shals’ SLA is not as ‘official’as it might

seem at first glance. 

Marshals 

and Discipline 
Complaints about the behaviour of

some of the taxi marshals are on the

increase and a balance has to be

struck between the wishes of drivers

who want the marshals to remain and

the wishes of drivers who want to get

rid of them. Reluctantly and I might

add very reluctantly, I’ve had to

change my mind about the marshals.

My personal view now has to be that

until the police sort out their manpow-

er problem, the marshals have got to

stay on anti-tout duties. But having

said that, I still firmly believe that the

marshals need sorting out. By that I

mean the straight marshals have got

to agree to work to a set of rules, that

in the interests of fairness the mar-

shals can’t be allowed to write for

themselves. Bent marshals have got

to be sacked and by ‘bent’ I mean the

ones who accept the financial benefit

of by-passing the feeder parks, but

use every trick in the book to avoid

doing their full stint of duty on the ter-

minals. Some of the marshals have

been caught off duty and off the air-

port attending to private matters, when

according to the Cab-In log book, they

should have been patrolling the termi-

nals looking for touts. New rules for

marshals have got to be drawn up, but

history shouldn’t be allowed to repeat

itself and new rules should only be

drawn up under the authority of a

committee that consists of drivers who

do their time in the feeder parks.

Ideally all marshals should go through

the Taxi System, in the same way as

all other drivers. A way of paying them

for the time they spend on marshalling

duties would have to be found, but

that shouldn’t be too difficult. After all,

drivers already have to pay some of

the lazy high profile trade reps for

twiddling their thumbs in their

Heathrow offices. Who could argue a

case for not paying the taxi marshals?

Latest on the 

FSA and HALT(S) 
All the indications are that the

Financial Services Authority has sud-

denly become less keen to deregister

the HALT co-operative. Colin Evans

and his chums thought the FSA was

prepared to let HALTS take over from

where HALT left off. But the FSA has

been put under pressure by HALT

members who don’t want their co-

operative deregistered. According to

members, deregistration could be

seen as the FSA offering an easy way

out for Colin Evans and his fellow

company directors of HALTS. The

original HALT still exists on paper,

thanks to the diligence of a few quick

witted HALT members. Under FSA

rules, Colin Evans and other de facto

HALT executives are going to have to

meet their legal obligation to produce

a set of accounts covering the HALT

co-operative’s business activities for

financial year ending January 31st

2010. With any luck, Heathrow taxi

drivers, are going to have the pleasure

of finding out how the HALT co-opera-

tive’s thriving credit card processing

business, became a major asset of

new company HALTS. Did, by any

chance , HALT executives sell any of

the HALT co-operatives business

assets to HALTS the company ? 
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP
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Danny Sullivan

- LCDC Committee Member

At the beginning of August myself and

Grant Davis chairman of the LCDC, went

to visit Miss Helen Chapman, (Head of

Business Services and Development) at

LTPH at the Palestra Building. At this

meeting we discussed the New ID

Disc’s. 
The prototype we saw was of oblong shape

just slightly bigger than a British Passport. The

Disc’s are to be placed in wallet folder to be put

on show in the front window and rear window.

The Disc itself will contain drivers badge num-

ber, a hologram and for yellow badge drivers it

will contain there sector number. The Disc’s

have been delayed due to consultation with the

yellow badge drivers wanting there sector num-

bers on the Disc’s, obviously YB discs will be

yellow and GB green. 

We have been told they hope to be introduced

by APRIL 2011, Miss Chapman also went on to

tell us that the YB Drivers have got up a petition

to oust her from her job, I can only think of one

reason why , and I think every GB Driver will

know that.

Earlier on in August at the Badge we had an

enquiry from a YB driver who is now doing the

All London Knowledge. In her talk she quoted,

out of the 50 people present 30 of them are

currently hold  a Yellow Badge Licence. Could

the talk of the introduction of these Disc’s is

already starting to have its desired effect

already.   

AL
00017

S.1.2
00017

Introduction of I.D discs
confirmed by LT & PH

Examples of ID discs shown to Danny Sullivan

and Grant Davis at meeting with Helen Chapman

L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS



As you would have read in past edi-

tions of the Badge, we at the Club

have for the last several months

been in discussion with T.F.L over

the new Emission Strategy being

Introduced by the

Mayor, Boris Johnson.
At a time when not only Local Authorities

have jumped on the Green Band Wagon to

raise everything from car parking permits to

waste disposal, it is also a new weapon in

the armoury of the Government to raise

taxes across the board, as well as a 

multitude of extra “ Green “ charges.

When at the same time China is building a

new coal fired power station every month,

we in the UK insist on putting an extra £50

a year on car tax for a 1600cc  vehicle is a

complete and utter farce.

Boris wants us to be Green or he faces a

bill of some 300 million pounds in fines from

the E.U.

At one of the meetings to discuss the

M.A.Q.S. Peter DeCosta from KPM`s

informed us that in Rome the taxi drivers

received a staggering 60% in subsidies to

buy new vehicles. 

If  TFL decide in their wisdom that we in

the Licensed Taxi Trade can only buy our

taxis for a life span of just 10 years, then to

all intents and purposes we must assume

that war has been declared on the Worlds

Best Taxi Drivers and we must get ready for

our response.

KEN BACKS

MINI CABS IN

BUS LANES

I know there was much happiness from

within our ranks ( and tears ) when Ken

Livingstone was defeated in the last

Mayoral election. I for one was happy that

our trade was no longer in a position to be

used as a political football and was not

going to be kicked from pillar to post to gain

votes ie: Ethnic Knowledge .

But it seems there is life in the old man yet

and Ken has put himself forward to fight

again for the position of London`s Mayor. In

a recent radio Interview on LBC 97.3 Ken

was asked a question regarding the use of

bus lanes by the minicab fraternity here in

the Capital. Ken went on to explain that the

problem allowing minicabs into the bus

lanes in the was that other road users did

not necessarily identify them as minicabs

and would follow them in. Ken, then went

on to say that he would insist that all mini-

cabs had the large light affixed to their roofs

saying ie: private hire and once this was in

place, he would allow them into the bus

lanes.!!!

We in the Trade are facing some serious

issues in the coming months and it seems

we could be facing attack from just about

everywhere. Politics has no place in the

Cab Trade, and these decisions that could

quite easily decimate our future must be

fought head on. For all those thousands of

Cab

Drivers who are in the “ Ì m All Right Jack “

Club, think again, we are all in this together

and do not sit back whilst the handful of us

fight for ALL OUR FUTURES.
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Will the Mayor’s green
vision cull the cab trade?

Ken prays for a swift return

Walker on the march......
Micky Walker

-LCDC Member

CREDIT WOT?

Are you a member of a credit

union? I guess most of you will

say no. Do you think the cab

trade is littered with people that

that make money off the backs of

working cab drivers? I guess

most would say yes. Why aren’t

you in a credit union then.
I don’t intend boring you with the nuts

and bolts of how a credit union works.

However, for those that don’t know, the

Licensed Taxi Drivers Credit Union

(LTD CU) is an organisation whereby

cab drivers help each other out by sav-

ing money and lending it to each other. 

Members can borrow three times any

savings they have and it is very easy to

sort out a loan. If you don’t have the

money for your tax bill, just take it in to

the office with a postage stamp and 15

minutes later you walk out with the pay-

ment made. You don’t have to put your

house against the loan. You don’t get

forced to take out fancy and expensive

insurance to secure the loan, although

they do throw in some free insurance.

Savings and loan repayments can be

made through your bank in the normal

way, once your membership is set up.

The money the business makes is dis-

tributed to the members in interest divi-

dends, less the running costs of the

business. Nobody else makes a bean

out of it. The three girls on the counter

are friendly and helpful. The members –

cab drivers – decide how the business

is run at the AGM.

Although the LTD CU used to be

connected to the LTDA and the offices

are still on the LTDA HQ site, they are

completely independent of the LTDA

and the CU is open to, and only to, cab

drivers and their families. I should also

add that my own connection to the LTD

CU is nothing more than I am a long-

standing member.

What you waiting for?  Get to the LTD

CU, join up with your fellow cabmen

and stop giving banks and loan compa-

nies your hard-earned dosh.

RADIO CIRCUIT 

ROLLERBONDS

On the subject of credit unions, this

brings me to rollerbonds. Subscribers

had a total of £618,000 invested in

Comcab’s rollerbond  and £499,000 in

RTGs as per the last published

accounts. It begs the question why?

Drivers are lending these two circuits a

total of £1,117,000, interest free.  These

schemes are voluntary; nobody is forc-

ing these subscribers to make these

interest-free loans so why do it?

I know that many of these subscribers

find it handy to pay for heavy pay-outs

such as tax bills, Christmas, holidays,

etc but why do it on an interest-free

basis? Why not join accredit union

instead? Payments can be made direct

from the driver’s circuit account to the

credit union (at least Comcab sub-

scribers can). In this way, the sub-

scriber receives interest, can obtain

loans and helps out his fellow cab driv-

ers. Or he can just go on helping the

circuits out and go cap in hand to the

high street banks if a loan is required.

HELLO JOHN, I BOUGHT 

A NEW MOTOR

I bought a new cab about seven

weeks ago. I went for another TX4

Gold. Among other reasons for choos-

ing it over the Vito is that it worked out

cheaper with the discount and trade-in

price I got, over the span of the period I

expect to keep it.

I have to say I am pleased with it so

far. It’s a much smoother and powerful

ride than my previous TX4. The new,

Chinese, slanty-eyed headlights are a

great improvement. There is a new, dig-

ital instrument panel on the dashboard

that is permanently back-lit. This last

feature is really good except the

dummy that designed it did not think to

put a headlight warning light on the

panel so there are going to be lots of

cabbie’s driving around with no lights

on when they should be on and also

lots of parked cab left with their head-

lights on. When I took it into my repair

garage, they got all excited when they

put it on the ramp and started taking

picture of its underbelly; something do

with a new sump that will maintain oil

pressure and prevent the old “accelera-

tor fade” problem that has been associ-

ated with the older TX4s. 

My only complaint is the air-con. It

works fine and then it stops working

intermittently. It is apparently a common

problem and they do not know how to

fix it yet. The unit is Chinese and they

are waiting for solutions from the

Confucians.

POTS AND KETTLES

I must make it clear straight off that

this is a personal opinion and not that

of the LCDC or The Badge. 

I just could not believe it when I read

the last edition of Taxi. They had a

news feature about the PCO notice

about driver partitions in private hire

vehicles. The article read as though the

RMT were responsible for this approval

and implied that this was a recent deci-

sion. I have to say that my gaster was

well and truly flabbered.

In the first place, approval was given

by the TFL’s Surface Transport Panel

over a year ago. It was delayed

because no manufacturer had offered a

shield for approval. Secondly, there

were only five members of the panel

present at the meeting that gave this

approval and one of them was the

same LTDA General Executive member

that gave a comment for the Taxi article

and has his photograph on it.

People who live in glass should not

take the rest of us for stupid.



Electric Tuk Tuks are set for an

unwanted return to the capitals

streets in September in a two-

week promotional free ride

scheme.
The streets are already congested with

Rickshaws plying for hire illegally and

making getting in around

london a nightmare as they do not

adhere to traffic and road regulations.

Now we get the Bigger brother of this

form of transport trying to bully its way

onto the market .

This will be a free ride around the west

end on a pre determined route .

What is also worrying is they state

“After this route we want to expand all

over central London.

Now how long will it be before the rick-

shaw riders will want to try and push the

authorities who have not got no control of

this trade and will want to try out electric

tuk tuks of their own !

They also state ” Not all Londoners are

able to take full advantage of the trans-

port opportunities that London offers.

The London Zity helps with the growing

demand for transportation in central

London.

TFL got rid of the much-loved

ROUTEMASTER over concerns for

health and safety and the lack of wheel-

chair accessibility.

Well I would like to see a disabled cus-

tomer in a wheelchair take full advantage

of your free ride scheme as I cannot see

space in the Tuk Tuk for a wheelchair !

And whats more worrying is the Dutch

Government chose to subsidise this kind

of transport and even implement it into

their own Transport system .

So is this the angle this company are

coming from introduce it .

And if its successful let’s go cap in hand

to Boris and TFL to subsidise this ven-

ture throughout London as they state on

there website.

Well I think you might be a little too late

as I think they will find the cupboard is

bare !
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Alan’s Angle

We have been forwarded a

request from Westminster coun-

cil to remind drivers not to use

the bottom of Wardour St and it

reads as follows. 
As part of our Streetscape

Improvements programme in

Chinatown, Wardour Street north

(between the junction of Shaftesbury

Avenue and Lisle Street) has recently

been upgraded and pedestrianised

between the hours of 12 noon and 12

midnight.

During the course of the consultation

letters were sent to residents, the

local businesses and the Central

London Cab Trade Section informing

them of the plans. The pedestrian

zone has been in place since 26th

July 2010 and there is signage

installed at the start of the zone indi-

cating the hours of pedestrianisation.

Additionally further signage will be

erected in Lisle Street to indicate that

there is 'No Right Turn' from here on

to Wardour Street.

However several black cabs have

been seen driving down this section

of the road at pedestrian only hours.

Whilst we understand that initially

there may have been some drivers

who would mistakenly use this route

however the number of cabs continu-

ing to do so is causing concern.

I am writing to inform you so that

drivers are reminded of the pedestri-

anisation zone and use alternative

routes between the hours of noon and

midnight each day. Any drivers contin-

uing to use the route between these

hours will be enforced against.

Wardour street closure

Later this month we will see the 

closure of terminus place at Victoria. 
The information I have is that Terminus

Place at Victoria will be closed completely

for works in connection with the Victoria

Station Upgrade scheme for 9 weeks from

the Monday 27th of September. Taxis will

be unable to access Terminus Place and

therefore all Taxis must turn left at the junc-

tion with Buckingham Palace Road. The

Victoria Upgrade Team have promised sig-

nage by the rank and leaflets that taxi driv-

ers may wish to hand to passengers who

are questioning the diversion. Taxi drivers

will not be able to exit via any of the bus

bays. 

May I also remind night drivers that the

rank that was positioned at the top end of

Derry St.Has now been moved to right out-

side the door of the Roof Gardens.Giving

us a better chance to pick up some quality

that comes out of this late night venue. So if

your passing put on and stop the TOUTS

from taking our work.

Also Camden Council have requested

taxi drivers not to leave their engines run-

ning on the Coram Street rank. Camden

Council have asked us for assistance on

this as they have received complaints from

residents nearby. The concern is of noise

and emissions.

Tuk Tuk set for return to Capital

Victoria bus terminal closure
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Ricky Waller

LCDC’s youngest member

On the face of it a New 4* hotel

appearing in London would seem to

be great news for the taxi trade, pro-

viding another 

opportunity for cabbies to pick up a

fare from a new rank. So the recent

opening of the Pestana Chelsea

Bridge Hotel & Spa London was

greeted by many of my fellow driv-

ers with open arms. It is a hotel in an

excellent location for cabbies and

seemed to be ideal for a first job into

town or an oasis south of the river. 
After reading an LTDA article where the

hotel manager expressly stated he wanted

cabs to service the Pestana regularly every-

thing seemed to suggest that it should form

a part of a regular routine for many drivers.

My initial thoughts after ranking up a few

times were that the rank was slow but elect-

ing for perseverance ahead of impatience I

eventually got the jobs I wanted. However, it

was only after 

a number of visits that the cause of the rela-

tively slow trade became clear to me. 

I witnessed a sight that all green badge

drivers have sadly become all too familiar

with, namely black taxis being by passed by

as hotel guests are ushered into 

waiting private hire cars. 

Pre booked jobs you may well think... but

these were not pre booked jobs. No, the

cause of this loss of trade is an 

ongoing problem faced by our industry, the

private hire problem.

On one particular occasion at the Pestana

a function was being cleared with more

than 200 people needing transport. Only

five PVH lay in wait while redundant black

taxis waited patiently on the rank. After a

while tempers inevitably became strained

and the concierge was confronted on the

point only to utter the unconvincing and

frankly untrue response that all passengers

were accounted for. 

The sheer number of people meant that

the crowd could not be controlled and even-

tually some taxis were approached to do

the job they do best. But this is just a small

and sadly all too common, example of work

being lost to private hire companies all over

our great city as they are willing to pay to

secure the cream of the jobs that London

hotels have to offer. I'm not suggesting that

this is a new way of doing business, far

from it. But it's about time we as black taxi

drivers and our appointed representatives

stood up and did something about it. 

For example would it be difficult for our

trade representatives and hotel groups to

get together and negotiate a group of set

fares to Heathrow, Gatwick, and City

Airport? Surely this would open up some of

the work that is locked to so few in the

trade? We must embrace the reality of how

these companies win business and we

therefore need our trade representatives to

find a way of getting themselves to the

negotiating table when all the best work is

being divided, shared, and sold.

The new breed of PHV companies are

operated purely by business owners that

are only interested in company profits and

not providing the best service. But we

regard the black taxi trade as different. 

We boast years of history and tradition and

are known throughout the world as 

an emblem for all that is good about

London. We are a part of the fabric of the

city and by studying knowledge are able to

provide a level of service that private hire

companies are simply unable to match. It is

a service of which we quite rightly are

proud. In years gone by we stuck together

on issues such as this but it seems that

much of that old solidarity is being lost. The

sad truth is that the 

majority of our trade has started to mirror

the soulless PHV companies. 

We have become individuals who work for

our individual benefit never nursing the

trade that allows us to earn our living in the

first place. We need to unite and 

focus on the main issues that affect us all

as the PHV are only going to tighten their

grip on the city unless we match their deter-

mination to secure new work. Ask yourself

when you last put something back into

the trade? When was the last time you

demonstrated on an issue? 

We as taxi drivers are fractured. We

all have second hand opinions of

important industry issues that are easily

digested and regurgitated in the green

huts and cafes but whilst we all pull in

so many 

different directions nothing will happen. 

The danger is that while we stall the 

relatively small number of PHV 

companies are pulling steadily togeth-

er leaving the traditional black cabbie

at the back of the queue.

View of a ‘butter boy’
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Dear Grant,

I was driving my plain black TX4 down

Park Lane last Saturday evening, 31st

July, at about 11.45pm. As I was

approaching the rank outside the

Grosvenor, I was hailed by a young

woman. Seeing no other Taxi there, I

stopped and she asked to be taken to

the Travelodge, Euston. 

She had been standing immediately

behind what appeared to be a white

private hire Mercedes Vito. As I moved

off around the Vito, I noticed the driver

waving his arm at me. I drew level and

to my surprise saw the illuminated Taxi

light on the roof and realised that it was

a London Taxi. I stopped ahead of it,

informing my fare that the vehicle

appeared to be a Taxi which had 1st

claim over me.

I apologised asking her to wait for a

moment while I spoke to it's driver. I

went back and expressed my regret for

appearing to blatantly take his fare. I

said to him that the Vito did not look

anything like a London Cab and that

both I and the young woman had not

recognised it as one. I went back and

informed the woman that the vehicle

was a London Taxi and that the driver

was entitled to the fare. She had a

London accent and was sober. She

was very surprised. She was still not

convinced and asked whether the fare

would be the same when I asked her to

kindly get out from my cab and get into

the Vito. She eventually did so. 

This was an embarassing incident, but

in my opinion not my fault. The white

Vito was sign written all over with some

kind of advertising. I did not see the

boot plate at all, probably due to it

merging with the white body colour. I

had assumed that it was a private hire,

parked at the front of the taxi rank. It

had clearly been ignored by the young

woman, as it looked nothing like a

London Taxi. If London Cab drivers

choose to drive vehicles that are not

recognisable to even fellow cabbies, let

alone the poor public seeking a Cab,

they should not be surprised when inci-

dents like this occur. The whole

essence of the London Taxi Cab is it's

ease of instant recognition to the pub-

lic. This fare was a Londoner and prob-

ably frequent user of Taxi Cabs. What

chance does a tourist have. The tradi-

tional London Cab is instantly recognis-

able, no matter what colour it is. 

No matter how big, comfortable and

reliable the Vito may be, instant recog-

nition is the essence of the London Taxi

Cab, in order to provide the public the

service that they are entitled to. I had

never before seen a white Vito. I would

welcome your view on this new devel-

opment and would invite you judge for

yourself whether I and the young lady

are blameworthy for being slow on the

uptake.

P.Durham Badge no.69407.

Dear Alan,

I’m just writing to thank you for your

help in dealing with my PCN I received

from Camden Council. For some rea-

son they felt fit to demand £180  from

me, but after coming into the office with

your help I was able to get this can-

celled.

I would like to say to every driver

reading this that not being a member of

the LCDC is a no brainer.

Yours,

M. Jenkins

Dear Alan,

Thank you so much for all your assis-

tance in dealing with my traffic violation

at the junction of Temple Avenue and

Victoria Embankment. Not only did you

save me a hefty fine, but also 3 points

on my licence. 

I just want to say a big thank you for

all your help.

Tony Lewis

Member’s letters
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It’s nice to be back after my

Summer Break and we hope you

were all on our 4 Star Nap at

Royal Ascot “STAR SPANGLED

BANNER” (Advised at 10/1 –

returned a well backed 13/2

chance on the day).
It was a year ago that The Marksman

first appeared in The Badge and our

first nap was “KITE WOOD”, just

touched off by a head in the St Ledger.

The St Ledger is the oldest of the five

English Classics and is run at

Doncaster, over 1 mile 6 ½ furlongs.

Here are some of the leading candi-

dates.

Adien O’Brien (The Master of

Ballydale) has three entries: 

1) MIDAS TOUCH; whose best effort

this year was his fifth Epsom Derby

behind workforce.

2)  CAPE BLANCO who finished

2nd to HARBINGER at Ascot, and

before that MIDAS TOUCH in the

Irish Derby

3) JOSHUA TREE, who finished

behind REWILDING in the great

Voultager stakes at York.

SNOW FAIRY, the only filly in the race

and trained by D Dunlop is the winner

of the English and Irish oaks and, if

allowed to run, would have a big

chance.

ARCTIC COSMOS, trained by John

Godson, stayed very strongly when 3rd

to REBEL SOLDIER at Goodwood and

will relish every yard of the St. Ledger

trip.

However, the confident 5 star nap is

REWILDING. Trained by M. Al Zarooni

for GODOLPHIN and will be ridden by

Frankie Dettori. In my opinion, this

horse stands out. 

He was third in the Epsom Derby

behind WORKFORCE putting in all his

best work at the finish. He was given a

nice break before running in the Great

Voltager stakes over 1 mile 4 furlongs

at York, where he beat MIDAS TOUCH

and JOSHUA TREE very easily and

showed no signs of stopping.

Connections feel that 1m 6½ furlongs

will suit the horse and I believe he has

both the class and the stamina to give

connections victory in the final Classic

of the season.

Be lucky, and remember, don’t give

too much to those awful bookie 

chappies!   
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Prostate2.com  
Big Problem, Small Message – CHECK IT OUT

Telephone 0 7930 417 916 (from within UK using UK registered mobiles & landlines)

- Mobile +44 7930 417 916 (International dialling format) 

Address: 7 The Martins, Sydenham, London SE26 6HL

The Marksman
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The show is called PTI and it has

been running since 2001 in

America - the UK version starts, I

think, on Tues 7th Sept.

"This show is the fastest show on

earth. That's a fact and not an inven-

tion. Each week we will push the barrier

a little bit. Other shows will have three

experts, one presenter and a few clips.

They will talk for a few minutes and

then move on. Forget that - this is a

much faster and edgier beast. There

will be a little bit for everybody; lovers

of Tiger will get their facts, Haye's fans

will be happy, Wenger's knockers will

have their moment, we will pack in a bit

for the bookies so that they can get a

tip or two and that takes care of the

opening five minutes!

During the 30-minute show we will

cover about 12 sports, in 8 or more

rounds and have as many as 25 topics.

It is what makes PTI unique. It is relent-

less.

Owning one of the presenting chairs

for PTI takes brains, skills, knowledge,

dedication, bags of stamina and a white

shirt - one out of six ain't bad! It's me

and Mark Chapman, a camera or two

and 30-minutes of quick-fire sport. It will

become the weekly fix. This will also be

a smug-free zone and that in modern

sports broadcasting is rare. I don't know

about you but I've had enough of peo-

ple on TV telling me how little I know!

PTI will be about facts, fast fun and

hopefully a few memories that stick in

the mind during the long trips to

Heathrow."

Buncey’s back on the box

London’s top clubs battle for
Champion’s League glory

Tottenham

Recently the draw was made for the

start of the Champions League.

Tottenham Hotspurs great fight back

against Switzerland’s Young Boys saw

them gate crash the Champions

League party after watching through

the windows for so long.

It must be said that Harry Redknapp

has done a fantastic job for the

Lilywhites and how must their fans be

overjoyed at the renaissance of this

once “ sleeping giant”. It could be said

that Tottenham are facing the hardest

draw in the early stages but I firmly

believe that Harry and his boys will be

licking their lips at the prospect of fac-

ing Europe’s finest at White Hart Lane.

Chelsea 

Face a trip to Russia with love, facing

Spartak Moscow and Roman must be

looking forward ( or not ) to seeing a

few familiar faces. Carlo Ancelloti will

fear no one as Chelsea have kicked of

this season in fine form. Two 6-0 victo-

ries have put them back to the top of

the table and with new boy Ramires

ready to go, teams may have to raise

their game to have half a chance.

Arsenal

Have a safe draw and must be firm

favourites to go through against Braga

from Portugal, Ukranians Shakhtar

Donetsk, and Partizan Belgrade.

Arsenal have started their campaign

with a 1-1 draw with Liverpool, followed

by a thumping 6-0 destruction of

Blackpool followed by a 2-1 win over

big Sams Blackburn. It will be interest-

ing to see if this year Theo Walcott

leaves his cocoon and becomes the

butterfly all arsenal supporters hope he

will become.

Latest odds for

London’s

Clubs to win

their group

Tottenham 10-3

Chelsea 1-6

Arsenal 1-5
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For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café DAVE’S
CAB

RENTALS

07817458565

ALL TX4’s

full back up, reliable

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD,

SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

Standing Order Form

The Manager: ....................................................................................

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of 15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notic.

Please pay the sum of 42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (for office use only)

To the account of LONDON CAB DRIVERS LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Sort Code:  .....................................................................................

Your Signature: ................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is 170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for 56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for 56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£6.50 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR ALL 
WORLD CUP FOOTBALL

L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS
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Leroy Reid & Co is a firm of  Chartered Certified Accountants and
Registered Auditors established on 1st April 1982 providing Taxation,
Audit and Bookkeeping and Accountancy Services to the Licensed
London Taxi Drivers, small and medium size businesses and charities.
We are committed to putting your interests first, hence our Mission
Statement:

"We work to a standard and not a price"
COST OF SERVICE
Our charges for the following services are £255.00 + VAT.

FEATURES OF THE SERVICE
w Free consultation.
w Preparation of  Accounts.
w Completion of  Self  Assessment Tax Return.
w Submission of  completed Tax Return.
w Letters to Building Societies and Banks.
w Confirmation letter regarding Loss of  Earnings.

We also have trained staff  and associates specialising in all aspects of
the tax system who will be able to efficiently and effectively deal with all
tax issues and Inland Revenue investigations related to the Licensed
London Taxi Driver.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if  you require any further information.

299 Northborough Road, Norbury, London SW16 4TR
Tel: 020 8764 6675 / 020 8679 4226
Email: leroy@leroyreid.co.uk

LEROY REID & CO 
Chartered Certified Accountants 
and Registered Auditors

OFFICE HOURS

Club Office hours are between 10:00am and 5:30pm

each day Monday through Friday.

You can call in to discuss Sickness and Accident Insurance and 

Membership Enquiries, or any complaints and/or summonses incurred 

whilst driving your taxi at work.

You may also telephone for an appointment to speak with an 

Officer of the Club on any of the above matters in the strictest of confidence.

Call 0207 394 5553
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n FREE QUOTES

n 24 HR CALL OUT

n FULL HEATING SYSTEMS

n BOILER BREAKDOWNS

27 Kingsley Lane

Benfleet

Essex

Gary Mobile: 07886441794

Rob Mobile: 07515564802

10% DISCOUNT FOR LCDC MEMBERS

C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

aOverhauls
aServicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

FENARY LTD
Plumbing, Heating & Gas Specialists

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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